Abstract. We investigate problems addressing combined connectivity augmentation and orientations settings. We give a polynomial-time 6-approximation algorithm for finding a minimum cost subgraph of an undirected graph G that admits an orientation covering a nonnegative crossing G-supermodular demand function, as defined by Frank [4]. An important example is (k, ℓ)-edgeconnectivity, a common generalization of global and rooted edge-connectivity.
Introduction.
1 Connectivity augmentation and orientation are two fundamental classes of problems for graph connectivity. In connectivity augmentation, we wish to add a minimum cost set of new edges to a graph to satisfy certain connectivity requirements, for example, k-edge-connectivity. This problem can be solved by a minimum cost spanning tree algorithm for k = 1, however, becomes NP-complete for every fixed value k ≥ 2. There is a vast and expanding literature on approximation algorithms for various connectivity requirements; a landmark result is due to Jain [11] , giving a 2-approximation algorithm for survivable network design, a general class of edge-connectivity requirements. For a survey on such problems, see [14, 10] .
Despite the NP-completeness for general costs, the special case of minimum cardinality augmentation (that is, every edge on the node set has equal cost) turned out to be polynomially tractable in several cases and gives rise to a surprisingly rich theory. For minimum cardinality k-edge-connectivity augmentation, an exact solution can be found in polynomial time (Watanabe and Nakamura [19] , Frank [5] ). We refer the reader to the recent book by Frank [7, Chapter 11] on results and techniques of minimum cardinality connectivity augmentation problems.
In connectivity orientation problems, the input is an undirected graph, and one is interested in the existence of an orientation satisfying certain connectivity requirements. For k-edge-connected orientations, the classical result of Nash-Williams [16] gives a necessary and sufficient condition and a polynomial-time algorithm for finding such an orientation, whereas for rooted k-edge-connectivity, the corresponding result is due to Tutte [18] . A natural common generalization of these two connectivity notions is (k, ℓ)-edge-connectivity: for integers k ≥ ℓ, a directed graph D = (V, A) is said to be (k, ℓ)-edge-connected from a root node r 0 ∈ V if for every v ∈ V − r 0 there exists k-edge-disjoint directed paths from r 0 to v, and ℓ edge-disjoint directed paths from v to r 0 . The case ℓ = k is equivalent to k-edge-connectivity whereas ℓ = 0 to rooted k-connectivity. A good characterization of (k, ℓ)-edge-connected orientability was given by Frank [4] , see Theorem 2.1. Submodular flows can be used to find such orientations ( [6] , see also [7, Chapters 9, 16] ). The submodular flow technique also enables to solve minimum cost versions of the problem, when the two possible orientations of an edge can have different costs.
Hence in a combined connectivity augmentation and orientation question one wishes to find a minimum cost subgraph of a given graph that admits an orientation with a prescribed connectivity property. The simplest question is k-edge-connected orientability; however, this can be reduced to a pure augmentation problem. According to Nash-Williams's theorem [16] , a graph has a k-edge-connected orientation if and only if it is 2k-edge-connected. The problem of finding the minimum cost 2k-edge connected subgraph can be approximated within a factor of 2 [13] . Another interesting case is to require rooted k-edge-connected orientability. Khanna, Naor, and Shepherd [12] give a polynomial-time algorithm for this problem and more generally, show that the problem is polynomial-time solvable if the connectivity requirements are given by a positively intersecting supermodular function.
In this paper we consider the more general requirement of (k, ℓ)-edge-connectivity, formally, defined as follows. Let V 2 denote the edge set of the complete undirected graph on node set V . We are given an undirected graph G = (V, E) and a cost function c :
The goal is to find a minimum cost subgraph F ⊆ V 2 \ E such that (V, E ∪ F ) admits a (k, ℓ)-edge-connected orientation. For notational convenience, we denote by E * the set of edges that can be added to G (instead of V 2 \ E). A formal description of the problem appears in the figure below. We present a 6-approximation algorithm for this problem.
Minimum Cost (k, ℓ)-Edge-Connectivity Orientation Problem
Input: Undirected graph G = (V, E), an edge set E * ⊆ V 2 with a cost function c : E * → R + , nonnegative integers k ≥ ℓ, and root r 0 .
Find:
Minimum cost set of edges F ⊆ E * such that (V, E ∪ F ) has a (k, ℓ)-edge connected orientation.
For this problem, Frank and Király [8] gave a polynomial-time algorithm for finding the exact solution in the minimum cardinality setting; their result employs the toolbox of splitting off techniques and supermodular polyhedral methods, used for minimum cardinality augmentation problems. They also address related questions of degree-specified augmentations and orientations of mixed graphs.
As opposed to the polynomially solvable setting of Frank and Király [8] , our problem is NP-complete, and therefore fundamentally different techniques are needed. Our algorithm is based on iterative rounding, a powerful technique introduced by Jain [11] for survivable network design; see the recent book [15] for other results using the technique. The standard way to apply the technique is to (a) formulate a linear programming relaxation for the problem, (b) use the uncrossing technique to show that any basic feasible solution can be characterized by a "simple" family of tight constraints, (c) use a counting argument to show that there is always a variable with large fractional value in any basic feasible solution. The algorithm selects a variable with large fractional value in a basic optimal LP solution and includes it in the graph. The same argument is then applied iteratively to the residual problem.
While we also use the framework of iterative rounding, our application requires a number of new techniques and ideas. Firstly, the standard cut relaxation for the problem, (LP1), is not amenable for the iterative rounding framework. We exhibit basic feasible solutions with no variable having a large fractional value. Instead, we use the characterization given by Frank [4] of undirected graphs that admit a (k, ℓ)-edge connected orientation. This yields a different linear programming formulation (LP2), which has constraints for partitions as opposed to cut constraints. However, the standard uncrossing technique for cuts is no longer applicable. One of the main contributions of our result is to extend the uncrossing technique to partition constraints and show that any basic feasible solution is characterized by partition constraints forming an appropriately defined tree structure (Theorem 2.7). Provided the appropriate set of constraints, the existence of an edge with high fractional value (Theorem 2.3) is proved via the token argument originating from Jain [11] . Again, dealing with partitions requires a substantially more intricate argument; already identifying a tree structure on the tight partitions is nontrivial.
Thus we show that every basic feasible solution x * must contain an edge e ∈ E * such that x * e ≥ 1/6. We add all such edges to F , and iterate until we obtain a graph admitting a (k, ℓ)-edge-connected orientation. Our results are valid for the more general, abstract problem setting of covering nonnegative crossing G-supermodular functions, introduced by Frank [4] . This extension involves extending our uncrossing techniques to collection of partitions and co-partitions since the linear programming formulation has constraints for both partitions and co-partitions. This introduces slightly more technical challenges but gives an unified and general framework to present our results.
So far we considered symmetric orientation costs and our aim was to identify a minimum cost augmentation having a certain orientation. In a more general setting, one might differentiate between the cost of the two possible orientations in this setting. For the original orientation problem without augmentation, finding a minimum cost (k, ℓ)-edge-connected orientation reduces to submodular flows [6] . The problem becomes substantially more difficult when combined with augmentation, even when the starting graph is empty, and the connectivity requirement is k-edge-connectivity. This problem was studied by Khanna, Naor, and Shepherd [12] , posed in the following equivalent way: find a minimum cost k-edge-connected subgraph of a directed graph with the additional restriction that for any pair of nodes u and v, at most one of the arcs (u, v) and (v, u) can be used. They gave a 4-approximation for k = 1; there is no constant factor approximation known for any larger value of k. In Section 3, we study this problem, and exhibit an example showing that the integrality gap of the natural LP relaxation is at least Ω(|V |) even for k = 2.
Combined orientation and augmentation settings were also studied by Cygan, Kortsarz and Nutov [3] , who gave a 4-approximation algorithm for finding a minimum cost subgraph that admits a Steiner Forest Orientation, that is, an orientation containing a directed path between a collection of ordered node pairs. This result is obtained as a special case of a more general theorem. The general result is on covering crossing G-supermodular functions, introduced by Frank [4, 6] . We now introduce this general framework, starting with notation and a few technical definitions.
For a directed graph D = (V, A) and a subset S ⊆ V of nodes, letS def = V \ S denote the complement of S. For any subsets B ⊆ A and S ⊆ V , we let δ
∈ S} denote the set of edges in B which have their tail in S and head outside of S. We define δ
For an undirected graph G = (V, E) and subsets F ⊆ E, S ⊆ V , we denote by δ F (S) the set of edges in F with exactly one endpoint in S. We let
= |δ F (S)|, and for two subsets S, T ⊆ V , we let d F (S, T ) to denote the set of edges in F with one endpoint in S \ T and other in T \ S. For the graph G = (V, E),
The subsets S, T ⊆ V are called crossing if all four sets S ∩ T, S \ T, T \ S, and V \ (S ∪ T ) are non-empty. A function f : 2 V → Z + is called crossing supermodular if for all S, T ⊂ V which are crossing we have
Assume we are also given an undirected graph G = (V, E) on the ground set V . A function f : 2 V → Z + is called crossing G-supermodular if for all S, T ⊂ V which are crossing we have
Note that if a function is crossing supermodular, then it is also crossing G-supermodular for any graph G on the same ground set V .
A directed graph D = (V, A) is said to cover the function f : 2
We say that the undirected graph (V, H) is f -orientable, if there exists an orientation A of the edges in H such that (V, A) covers f .
Let us now formulate the minimum-cost (k, ℓ)-edge-connectivity orientation problem in this framework. Given integers k ≥ ℓ ≥ 0 and root node r 0 ∈ V , we let
By Menger's theorem, a digraph covers f if and only if it is (k, ℓ)-edge-connected from the root r 0 . Hence, an edge set admits a (k, ℓ)-edge-connected orientation if and only if it is f -orientable.
This function f is clearly nonnegative and crossing supermodular. Indeed, let S and T be crossing sets. If r 0 / ∈ S and r 0 / ∈ T then r 0 is not in S ∩ T and S ∪ T and function takes the value of k for all these sets. Similarly, if r 0 is in both S and T , then r 0 ∈ S ∩ T and r 0 ∈ S ∪ T and thus it takes the value of l on all these sets. In the remaining case, if r 0 is in exactly one of S and T , then r 0 ∈ S ∪ T and r 0 / ∈ S ∩ T and thus the equality still holds.
We formulate the central problem and main result of our paper.
Minimum Cost f -Orientable Subgraph Problem
Input:
Minimum cost set of edges
For the function f , we assume that an oracle is given that returns f (S) for any S ⊆ V in polynomial time. This assumption will hold for the rest of the paper. We next consider the Asymmetric Augmentation with Orientation Constraints Problem, introduced by Khanna, Naor, and Shepherd [12] . Here we are given an undirected graph G = (V, E), an integer k, and costs c uv and c vu for the two possible orientations of an edge (u, v) ∈ E. The goal is find subgraph F ⊆ E such that there exists an orientation A of F which is k-edge connected. Observe that we are allowed to pick any edge at most once in F and thus we can use at most one of the orientations. The objective to minimize is (u,v)∈A c uv . While as in the previous problem, an edge is allowed to be oriented in one direction, it differs in the fact that cost of an edge depends on its orientation. For k = 1, Khanna, Naor, and Shepherd [12] show that the integrality gap is upper bounded by 4. They also conjectured that the integrality gap is constant for all k. We refute this conjecture by showing that the integrality gap can be Ω(|V |) already for k = 2. The integrality gap will be given for a special case of this problem, called Augmenting a mixed graph with orientation constraints, described below.
Augmenting a Mixed Graph with Orientation Constraints
Input: Mixed graph G = (V, A ∪ E), with A being a set of directed and E a set of undirected edges, a further set of undirected edges E * with a cost function c : E * → R + , and an integer k.
Find:
Minimum cost set of edges F ⊆ E * such that E ∪ F admits an orientation H for which (V, A ∪ H) is k-edge-connected.
This problem corresponds to the special case of the Asymmetric Augmentation with Orientation Constraints Problem when there are two types of edges (u, v). Either the cost is symmetric, i.e., c uv = c vu (i.e. the edges in E * ∪ E) or, one of c uv is 0 and the other is ∞ (i.e. the edges in A). Augmenting a Mixed Graph with Orientation Constraints seems to be a mild extension only of the f -orientable subgraph problem; moreover, we have the simpler requirement of k-edge-connectivity. However, the mixed graph setting leads to a substantially more difficult setting already in this simplest case. Theorem 1.3. For any k ≥ 2, there is an instance of the Augmenting a mixed graph with orientation constraints such that the integrality gap of the natural linear programming formulation is Ω(|V |).
The natural LP relaxation refers to (LP3) in Section 3; Theorem 1.3 is proved in the same section.
2. Approximation Algorithm for f -orientable subgraph. In this section we prove Theorem 1.2. We start by giving a natural linear programming formulation (LP1) for the problem and note that it is not amenable to iterative rounding. Using a result of Frank [4] we give a different linear programming relaxation (LP2) that will be used for the algorithm. The feasible region of the new linear program is the projection of (LP1) to an appropriate set of variables. The iterative rounding algorithm is given in Section 2.1.1. Theorem 2.3 asserts that every extreme point solution to (LP2) has a component of fractional value at least 1 6 . Theorem 1.2 then follows in the standard way.
To derive Theorem 2.3, we first give a characterization of any extreme point via a simple family of tight constraints in Theorem 2.7. The main ingredient in this characterization is a new uncrossing argument for partition and co-partition constraints, described in Section 2.4. The proof of Theorem 2.3 is completed in Section 2.6 via a counting argument building on this characterization.
Linear Programming Formulations.
A natural linear programming relaxation for the minimum cost f -orientable subgraph problem is (LP1) where we have x variables for edges in E * and y variables for the two possible orientations for each edge in E ∪ E * . For an integer solution, the x variables are set to one for edges in F and the y variables are set to one for the appropriate orientation in A of edges E ∪ F covering f .
Surprisingly, we find that the (LP1) is not amenable to iterative rounding and there are basic feasible solutions where each non-integral x variable is O( 1 n ); see Remark 3.4 for such an example. We observe that such basic feasible solutions are due to the presence of variables y, which are auxiliary to the problem since they do not appear in the objective. Thus we formulate an equivalent linear program where we project the feasible space of (LP1) onto the x-space. Before describing the linear program, we introduce some notation.
For a family F of subsets of V , we letF def = {S : S ∈ F } denote the set of complements. For two sets F and H, let F∪H denote the multi set arising as the disjoint union -that is, elements occurring in both sets are included with multiplicity. A collection P of subsets of V is called a partition if every element of V is in exactly one set in P and it is called a co-partition if every element of V is in all but one set in P. The subsets comprising a partition or co-partition will be referred to as its parts. If P is a co-partition, thenP = {S : S ∈ P} forms a partition, called the complement partition of P. Similarly, if P is a partition thenP forms a co-partition. For any collection P of subsets of V , we denote χ F (P) to be the set of edges (u, v) ∈ F for which there exists two distinct sets S, T ∈ P such that u ∈ S \ T and v ∈ T \ S, and we let e F (P) def = |χ F (P)|. For the graph G = (V, E), we shall also use e G (P)
The new linear program is based on the characterization of f -orientable graphs given by Frank [4] .
Theorem 2.1 (Frank, [4] ). Let G = (V, E) be an undirected graph, and let f : 2 V → Z be a nonnegative valued crossing G-supermodular function with f (∅) = f (V ) = 0. Then G is f -orientable if and only if for every partition and every copartition P of V ,
Note that necessity follows easily: for a partition or co-partition P, the edges in χ G (P) need to cover the sets in P with a total demand S∈P f (S), and each edge can contribute to covering one of the parts in both possible orientations.
Theorem 2.1 verifies that the following is a valid linear programming relaxation of the Minimum Cost f -Orientable Subgraph Problem: requiring all x e values integer provides an augmenting edge set F .
We use the Ellipsoid method [9] to solve (LP2), by providing a separation oracle. Theorem 2.1 implies that the feasible region of (LP2) is the projection of the feasible region of (LP1) to the x-space 2 . While (LP2) still has an exponential number of constraints, it can be further reduced to a submodular flow problem [6] which can be solved efficiently using the value oracle for function f .
(k, ℓ)-edge connectivity. Consider the special case when the crossing G-supermodular function corresponds to the requirement for (k, ℓ)-edge connectivity, with f defined as in (1.1). Using k ≥ ℓ, the co-partition inequalities become redundant in (LP2), and we obtain the following theorem.
Theorem 2.2 (Frank, [4] ). An undirected graph G = (V, E) admits a (k, ℓ)-edgeconnected orientation for k ≥ ℓ with root r 0 ∈ V if and only if
A remarkable consequence is that (k, ℓ)-edge-connected orientability is a property independent of the choice of the root node r 0 . Specializing even further, for k = ℓ it is equivalent to k-edge-connectivity, and it is easy to see that the condition can be further simplified to d G (S) ≥ 2k for every S ⊆ V , that is, the graph is 2k-edge-connected. This gives the classical theorem of Nash-Williams [16] . For ℓ = 0, the above theorem is equivalent to Tutte's theorem [18] on rooted k-edge-connected orientability.
2.1.1. Iterative Rounding Algorithm. We use the iterative rounding algorithm in Figure 1 , as introduced by Jain [11] . Further, note that if a function is crossing G-supermodular for a graph G = (V, E), than it is crossing G ′ -supermodular for every
guarantees that E ′ is strictly extended in every iteration, hence the algorithm terminates in O(|E * |) iterations. The argument showing that this is a 6-approximation follows the same lines as in [11] assuming Theorem 2.3. The rest of the section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 2.3. Section 2.2 introduces the appropriate notion of cross-freeness for partitions and co-partitions that will characterize extreme point solutions of (LP2). This characterization is given in Section 2.3 and will rely on a new uncrossing that we introduce for partitions and co-partitions that will be given in Section 2.4. In Section 2.5, we show a partial order that can be derived from this cross-free family of partition and co-partitions. Results of these sections will be needed to prove Theorem 2.3 in Section 2.6.
Strongly Cross-Free Family.
A family F is laminar if for any two sets S, T ∈ F , either they are disjoint or one contains the other. A collection of sets F is cross-free if no two sets S, T ∈ F are crossing. Note that a cross-free family is non-laminar if there exists S, T ∈ F with S ∩ T = ∅, S ∪ T = V . Observe that if a family F is cross-free, it remains so after adding the complements of some of the sets.
For two partitions or co-partitions P and Q, we say that P and Q are cross-free, if P ∪ Q is a cross-free family. This is a natural and desirable property of the family of tight constraints; however, we will need a stronger notion, called strongly cross-free, as introduced later in this section.
Remark 2.4. The strongly cross-free family differs from other structured families obtained when uncrossing partitions, for example, in the work of Chakrabarty, Könemann and Pritchard [2] (see also Chapter 48.2 and Chapter 49.6 in Schrijver [17] for other examples). In these works, partitions can be uncrossed to their meet and join in the partition lattice. (The partition lattice is defined by the partial order R < R ′ if R is a refinement of R ′ .) That is, any two partitions P and Q can be uncrossed to two partitions P ∧ Q and P ∨ Q such that the components of P ∧ Q are the intersections of the components of P and Q, and the components of P ∨ Q are the connected components of the hypergraph P ∪ Q. Such an uncrossing is not possible in our framework. Figure 2 illustrates an example where two partitions in our setting Partition P Partition Q Fig. 2 . Partitions P and Q whose parts intersect but do not cross. P and Q cannot be uncrossed in our setting.
cannot be uncrossed while such partitions would have been uncrossed in [2, 17] . The reason is that our requirement function f is crossing G-supermodular as compared to the fully supermodular case in [2, 17] . For partitions P and Q, if there are parts P ∈ P and Q ∈ Q such that P ∪ Q = V then the constraints for P and Q cannot be uncrossed to the meet and join in the partition lattice.
In our notion of strongly cross-free partitions, we require that P ∪Q is a cross-free family, but we cannot require the stronger property that P ∪ Q is laminar. This is in contrast with the above cited works, where P and Q are uncrossed simply if one is a refinement of the other, hence P ∪ Q is a laminar family.
Some further notation and definitions are in order before we introduce the notion of strongly cross-freeness. By a sub-partition of V we mean a collection of disjoint subsets of V (equivalently, a partition of a subset of V ). The sets in a sub-partition will also be referred to as parts. For a sub-partition P, let supp(P) denote the union of parts of P. Two sub-partitions P and Q are disjoint if supp(P) ∩ supp(Q) = ∅.
Let us fix a special node r ∈ V , called the root node. This can be chosen arbitrarily, but remains fixed throughout the argument. We use the following notational convention. For every partition P = {P 1 , . . . , P p } of V , P 1 (that is, the part indexed 1) contains r; whereas for every co-partition P = {P 1 , . . . , P p }, P 1 is the single part not containing r. With every partition or co-partition P of V , we associate a sub-partitionP as follows.
Note that if P is a partition then supp(P) =P 1 , whereas if P is a co-partition then supp(P) = P 1 . The next claim summarizes simple properties of cross-free partitions and co-partitions. Claim 2.1. Assume P and Q are cross-free partitions or co-partitions. For the sub-partitionsP andQ as defined above,P ∪Q is a laminar family. Further, the sets supp(P) and supp(Q) are either disjoint, or one of them contains the other.
Proof. As noted above, complementing sets in a cross-free family keeps crossfreeness, henceP ∪Q is cross-free. The root r is not contained in any of these sets, implying laminarity. This also implies the last claim.
The sub-partition Q dominates the sub-partition P, if every part of P is a subset of some part of Q. We further say that Q strongly dominates P, if every part of P is a subset of the same part Q ∈ Q, that is, supp(P) ⊆ Q for some Q ∈ Q. The following transitivity properties are straightforward and allows us to deal with partitions and co-partitions in an unified manner in many cases.
Claim 2.2. Consider sub-partitions P, Q and R. If Q dominates P and R dominates Q, then R also dominates P. Further, if Q dominates P and R strongly dominates Q, then R strongly dominates P. Similarly, if Q strongly dominates P and R dominates Q, then R strongly dominates P.
We are ready to introduce the notion of strong cross-freeness. Definition 2.5. Consider two partitions or co-partitions P and Q with associated sub-partitionsP andQ. We say that P and Q are strongly cross-free, if
• P ∪ Q is a cross-free family, and further As an example, consider Figures 3 and 4. In Figure 3 , the two partitions P and Q are not strongly cross-free since none dominates the other andP andQ are not disjoint. This is despite the fact that P ∪ Q is a cross-free family. However, both of them are strongly cross-free with both P ∨ Q and P ∧ Q, which are also strongly crossfree with each other (these uncrossed sub-partitions will be defined in Section 2.2). Figure 4 illustrates a partition P and a co-partition Q that are not strongly cross-free, yet both of them are strongly cross-free with all of R 1 , R 2 and R 3 . Also, the R i 's are pairwise strongly cross-free.
It may lead to ambiguity that a partition comprising two sets is also a co-partition. However, note that cross-freeness and strongly cross-freeness coincide if either P or Q comprises two sets, and therefore this does not make a difference. More generally, to differentiate cross-freeness from strongly cross-freeness, we will call two partitions or co-partitions P and Q weakly cross-free whenever they are cross-free (that is P ∪ Q is a cross-free family of sets), but not strongly cross-free.
The following claim provides an alternative view of a strongly cross-free partition and co-partition. Claim 2.3. If P is a partition and Q is a co-partition, then P and Q are strongly cross-free if and only if there exist parts P ∈ P and Q ∈ Q such that Q ⊆ P .
Proof. Assume first P and Q are strongly cross-free. Recall that supp(P) =P 1 and supp(Q) = Q 1 . IfP andQ are disjoint, thenP 1 ∩ Q 1 = ∅ gives Q 1 ⊆ P 1 . IfQ strongly dominatesP, that is,P 1 = supp(P) ⊆ Q ′ for some Q ′ ∈Q. By definition, Q ′ =Q for some Q ∈ Q, and henceP 1 ⊆Q, that is, Q ⊆ P 1 . Finally, assumeP strongly dominatesQ. Then Q 1 = supp(Q) ⊆ P for some P ∈P, which is also a part of P. The converse direction is also easy to verify; note that Q ⊆ P implies that P ∪ Q is cross-free.
As a consequence of the above claim, if P is a partition and Q is a co-partition, then strongly cross-freeness is independent of the choice of the root r.
Before we end this section, we give a couple of technical lemmas that are useful in uncrossing of partitions and co-partitions. A collection F of subsets of the ground set V is called t-regular for some positive integer t, if every element of V is contained in exactly t members of F . The family F is called regular, if it is t-regular for some value t. For example, a partition is a 1-regular family, and a co-partition of cardinality t + 1 is a t-regular family. The following lemma reveals the distinguished role partitions and co-partitions play. 
Extreme Point Solution.
The iterative algorithm removes every edge e from E * with x * e = 0; consequently, we may assume that E * = supp(x * ). By a slight abuse of notation, for any set of edges F ⊆ E * , we will use F to denote the indicator vector in R E * of the edge set F . Thus, for any partition or co-partition P, χ E * (P) will also denote the indicator vector for the edge set χ E * (P). Similarly, for a subset S ⊂ V , δ(S) will also denote the indicator vector for the corresponding edge set. For a family of partitions and co-partitions P, we let span(P) denote the vector space generated by the vectors {χ E * (P) : P ∈ P}. An important component in the proof of Theorem 1.2 is the following characterization of extreme point solutions.
Theorem 2.7. Let x * be an extreme point solution to (LP2), and assume E * = supp(x * ) and x * e < 1 for each e ∈ E * . Then there exists a family of tight partitions and co-partitions P such that 1. The family P is strongly cross-free. 2. The vectors {χ E * (P) : P ∈ P} are linearly independent. 3. |E * | = |P|. Note that requiring only properties 2 and 3 is equivalent to the definition of an extreme point solution. The challenge is to enforce the strongly cross-free structure. This will rely on two uncrossing arguments, one standard and one that will appear in Section 2.4. We state the main lemma that we will prove in Section 2.4; this will allow us to complete the proof of Theorem 2.7. We start by giving a few definitions and a technical claim first.
Consider a feasible solution x : E * → R + to (LP2), and a collection F of subsets of
Note that if P is a partition or a co-partition, then ∆ x (P) = 2x(χ E * (P)) and ∆ E (P) = 2e G (P). Using this notation, let us define
Claim 2.5. For every feasible solution x to (LP2) and every cross-free regular family F , Ψ x (F ) ≥ 0 holds. If Ψ x (F ) = 0, then for any decomposition of F into a disjoint union of partitions and co-partitions, all these (co-)partitions must be tight.
Proof. By Lemma 2.6, F can always be decomposed in to a disjoint union of partitions and co-partitions; let F = ∪ t i=1 P i denote such a decomposition. By the feasibility of x we have
Then Ψ x (F ) ≥ 0 follows by summing up these inequalities. Further, in the case of equality we must have had equality for all P i 's, that is, all of them are tight. We now state the main lemma that will be derived by uncrossing weakly cross-free partitions/co-partitions.
Lemma 2.8. For any P and Q weakly cross-free partitions or co-partitions, there exists a set of partitions and co-partitions Υ(P, Q) with the following properties. let R ∈ Υ(P, Q) be arbitrarily chosen.
(i) If P and Q are both tight for some feasible solution x to (LP2), then R is also tight. (ii) R is strongly cross-free with both P and Q.
(iv) If a partition or co-partition S is strongly cross-free with both P and Q, then it is also strongly cross-free with R.
We will give the definition of Υ(., .) and proof of Lemma 2.8 in Section 2.4 but the statement of the lemma is enough to give the proof of Theorem 2.7.
Proof of Theorem 2.7. Let S denote the family of all tight partitions and copartitions, and consider the linear space span(S) generated by their characteristic vectors. Consider a strongly cross-free family P ⊆ S such that the vectors {χ(P) : P ∈ P} are linearly independent; assume P is maximal for containment. We show that span(P) = span(S), that is, P generates the entire linear space of tight partitions and co-partitions. Property 3 then follows since the dimension of span(S) is equal to |E * |, as x * is an extremal point, and supp(x * ) = E * is enforced by the algorithm. For a partition or co-partition Q, let µ(Q, P) denote the number of partitions and co-partitions in the family P that are weakly cross-free with Q.
Recall that for two sets F and H, F∪H denotes the multi set arising as the disjoint union -that is, elements occurring in both sets are included with multiplicity. For a contradiction, assume there exists a tight partition or co-partition Q with χ(Q) / ∈ span(P). Pick Q such that ν(Q,∪P) is minimal, and subject to this, µ(Q, P) is minimal. We show that both quantities equal 0. This gives a contradiction as it means that Q is strongly cross-free with all members of P and thereby contradicts the maximal choice of P.
First, assume ν(Q,∪P) > 0. In particular, there exists a P ∈ P with ν(Q, P) > 0, that is, P and Q have some crossing parts. Set F def = P∪Q. Let us transform F to a family F ′ by the following uncrossing method: whenever F contains two crossing sets A and B, remove them and replace them by A ∪ B and A ∩ B (F is also a multi set, i.e. it may contain multiple copies of the same set).
Claim 2.6. The uncrossing method is finite and delivers a regular cross-free F ′ with Ψ x * (F ′ ) = 0, and S∈F δ(S) = S∈F ′ δ(S). Proof. The procedure must be finite since A∈F |A| 2 strictly increases in every step. Initially, F is regular, being the union of two partitions/co-partitions, and Ψx * (F ) = 0 since both P and Q were tight. For simplicity of notation, let F and F ′ denote in the following the family before and after replacing two crossing sets A and B by A ∪ B and A ∩ B (as opposed to the initial and the final family). We prove that whenever F satisfies the above properties, then so does F ′ . First, regularity is maintained since every node s ∈ V is covered by {A ∪ B, A ∩ B} equal number of times as by {A, B}. Let us prove Ψ x * (F ) ≥ Ψ x * (F ′ ). Observe that for any two crossing sets S and T we have,
where the first inequality follows simply from counting edges on both sides of the inequality and the second inequality follows since f is G-supermodular. Subtracting the first inequality from the second implies that the function f (S)− 1 2 δ E (S) is crossing supermodular. Moreover, the function x * (δ(S)) is submodular and consequently,
follows by Claim 2.5. Further, the equality also yields δ(A)+δ(B) = δ(A ∪ B) + δ(A ∩ B), and therefore S∈F δ(S) = S∈F ′ δ(S).
Let us apply Lemma 2.6 for the regular cross-free family F ′ resulting by the above procedure, decomposing it into a set of partitions and co-partitions R 1 , R 2 , . . . , R ℓ . Claim 2.5 together with Ψ x * (F ′ ) = 0 implies that all R i 's are tight. Further, we have S∈F δ(S) = 2(χ(P) + χ(Q)), and S∈F ′ δ(S) = 2 ℓ i=1 χ(R i ). By the previous claim,
By the assumption χ(Q) / ∈ span(P), there exists 1 ≤ r ≤ ℓ with χ(R r ) / ∈ span(P). The next claim gives a contradiction to the extremal choice of Q.
Claim 2.7. ν(Q,∪P) > ν(R r ,∪P) Proof. First, observe that ν(F ,∪P) = ν(Q,∪P), since F = P ∪Q and∪P is crossfree. Using Claim 2.4, ν(F ,∪P) cannot increase during the uncrossing procedure. But in the very first step, it must strictly decrease. Indeed, the first step uncrosses some part P i ∈ P with some Q j ∈ Q. Now ν({P i , Q j }, {P i }) = 1 but ν({P i ∪ Q j , P i ∩ Q j }, {P i }) = 0, and therefore ν(F ,∪P) must strictly decrease in the first step. Hence for the final F ′ ,
This completes the proof of ν(Q,∪P) = 0. Next, assume P ∪ Q is cross-free for every P ∈ P, nevertheless, µ(Q, P) > 0, that is, P and Q are weakly cross-free for some P ∈ P. Consider now the set Υ(P, Q) = {R 1 , R 2 , . . . , R ℓ }. Lemma 2.8 shows that for every R i , µ(R i , P) ≤ µ(Q, P) (note that P is strongly cross-free with all members of P). Moreover, the inequality must be strict, since Q and P are weakly cross-free, but R i and P are strongly cross-free. Furthermore, ν(R i ,∪P) = 0. This is because R i consists of sets in P ∪ Q, and ν(Q,∪P) = 0 implies that (∪P) ∪ Q is a cross-free family. Again, we have
by Lemma 2.8(iii), and therefore χ(R r ) / ∈ span(P) for some 1 ≤ r ≤ ℓ. Then µ(R r , P) < µ(Q, P) contradicts the choice of Q. This completes the proof of Theorem 2.7.
It now remains to prove Lemma 2.8 that we do in the next section.
Uncrossing and Strongly
Cross-free Families. We first define the uncrossing operation Υ(., .) that generalizes the intersection and union operation over sets to partitions and co-partitions. As an important difference, whereas uncrossing two sets results in two other sets, uncrossing a partition and a co-partition may lead to a collection of more than two partitions and co-partition.
Assume P and Q are weakly cross-free partitions or co-partitions with associated sub-partitionsP andQ. By Claim 2.1, supp(P) and supp(Q) are either disjoint, or one is a subset of the other. If they are disjoint, then P and Q are strongly cross-free by definition; hence the second alternative must hold. Further, if P is a partition and Q is a co-partition, then P ∪Q must be a laminar family. Indeed, if there were parts P ∈ P,Q ∈Q with P ∪Q = V , then P and Q would be strongly crossfree by Claim 2.3. We are ready to define the set Υ(P, Q) that corresponds to the "uncrossing" of the weakly cross-free pair P and Q.
• If P and Q are both partitions or both co-partitions (see Figure 3 ). Without loss of generality, let us assume supp(P) ⊆ supp(Q). The set familyP∪Q is laminar and covers every element of supp(P) exactly twice, and every element of supp(Q) \ supp(P) exactly once. It is easy to see that it can be decomposed into two sub-partitions F and F ′ such that supp(F ) = supp(P), supp(F ′ ) = supp(Q), and F ′ dominates F . -If both P and Q are partitions, then let us define P ∧ Q := {P 1 } ∪ F , and P ∨ Q := {Q 1 } ∪ F ′ . -If both P and Q are co-partitions, then let us define P ∧ Q := {P 1 } ∪F, and P ∨ Q := {Q 1 } ∪F ′ . In both cases, we let Υ(P, Q) := {P ∧ Q, P ∨ Q}. Note that if both P and Q are partitions, then both P ∧ Q and P ∨ Q are partitions; whereas if both P and Q are co-partitions, then they are both co-partitions as well.
• If P is a partition and Q is a co-partition (see Figure 4) . Let P = (P 1 , . . . , P p ) and Q = (Q 1 , . . . , Q q ), with complementQ. Let F denote the maximal members of the laminar family P ∪Q (note that here we have ∪ instead of∪; the laminarity of F was verified above). Let Υ(P, Q) denote the collection of the following |F | partitions and co-partitions.
-For everyQ j ∈ F that is not a part of P, define the partition R consisting of Q j and the sets P i such that P i ⊆Q j . -For every P i ∈ F that is not a part ofQ, define the co-partition R consisting of P i and the sets Q j such thatQ j ⊆ P i .
-For every S ∈ F that is both a part of P andQ, define the partition R = {S, V \ S}. Since P and Q are weakly cross-free, the set F has a single member that contains the root r. Let us call the corresponding partition or co-partition the special member of Υ(P, Q). In Figure 4 , R 1 , R 2 and R 3 illustrate the three respective cases above; the special member of Υ(P, Q) is R 1 .
We are ready to prove Lemma 2.8.
Proof of Lemma 2.8. For (i), observe that P∪Q =∪{R
′ : R ′ ∈ Υ(P, Q)} in each of the cases. Then the last part of Claim 2.5 together with Ψ x (P∪Q) = 0 implies that all members of Υ(P, Q) are tight. Parts (ii) and (iii) are straightforward to check.
For (iv), first observe that S ∪ R is always cross-free, since R consists of certain parts of P ∪ Q. We verify the additional properties of strongly cross-freeness in the different cases.
1. P, Q are both partitions or both co-partitions. Again by Claim 2.1, supp(P) and supp(Q) are either disjoint or one is a subset of the other; and they cannot be disjoint since we assumed that P and Q are weakly cross-free. Without loss of generality, let us assume supp(P) ⊆ supp(Q) as in Figure 3 .
(a) R = P ∧ Q. By definition, supp(R) = supp(P); also note that bothP andQ dominateR. We are done ifS andP are disjoint; otherwise, one of them dominates the other.
Claim 2.8. Assume supp(S) ∩ supp(P) = ∅. IfS dominates at least one ofP orQ, then it also dominatesR. Otherwise,R dominatesS.
Proof. IfS dominates at least one ofP orQ, then it also dominatesR by the transitivity of domination (Claim 2.2). Assume this is not the case, and hence bothP andQ dominateS. (Notice thatS andQ cannot be disjoint because of supp(P) ⊆ supp(Q)). We show thatR dominatesS. Let S ∈S be an arbitrary part; by definition, there exists parts P ∈P and Q ∈Q with S ⊆ P , S ⊆ Q. SinceP ∪Q is laminar (Claim 2.1), we have either P ⊆ Q or Q ⊆ P . The smaller one among the two sets is contained inR, proving the claim.
To complete the proof of strong cross-freeness, we have to consider the case when one of S and R is a partition and the other is a co-partition. Assume both P and Q and thus R are partitions, and S is a co-partition. NowS is disjoint fromP, or one of them strongly dominates the other; the same applies forS andQ. We are done ifS is disjoint from either of them. IfS strongly dominatesP orQ, then the second part of Claim 2.2 implies that it also strongly dominatesR. IfS is strongly dominated by bothP andQ, then there must be parts P ∈P, Q ∈Q with supp(S) ⊆ P ∩ Q. As in the proof of the above claim, P ⊆ Q or Q ⊆ P , and the smaller one must be a part ofR, and thereforeR strongly dominatesS. The same arguments work whenever P, Q and R are co-partitions, and S is a partition. (b) R = P ∨ Q. A similar argument is applicable. Now supp(R) = supp(Q) ⊇ supp(P), andR dominates bothP andQ. We are done ifQ andS are disjoint. As in the above proof, one can verify that if either ofP andQ dominatesS, thenR also dominatesS by transitivity. IfS dominates bothP andQ, then it also must dominateR. There is one more case however, when supp(S) ⊆ supp(Q) \ supp(P). But in this case,Q must dominateS, a case we have already covered. Consider the case when one of S and R is a partition and the other is a co-partition. IfQ andS are disjoint, thenR andS are also disjoint since supp(R) = supp(Q). IfQ strongly dominatesS, thenR also strongly dominatesS using Claim 2.2. Finally, ifS strongly dominatesQ, then for some part S ∈S we have supp(Q) ⊆ S, implying thatS strongly dominatesR again by supp(R) = supp(Q). 2. P is a partition and Q is a co-partition. We refer to Figure 4 for an example.
By symmetry, we may assume that S is also a partition; the proof extends to the case when S is a co-partition by swapping the roles of P and Q. First, let us examine the case when R is a co-partition, that is, for some P j ∈ P, such that P j is a maximal member of P ∪Q, we have R = {P j }∪{Q ∈ Q :Q ⊆ P j }. According to Claim 2.3, there exists parts Q ∈ Q and S ∈ S with Q ⊆ S. IfQ ⊆ P j , then Q is also a part of R, and therefore S and R are strongly cross-free again by Claim 2.3. Otherwise,Q ∩ P j = ∅, and thus P j ⊆ Q ⊆ S, and hence P j ⊆ S verifies that S and R are strongly cross-free. For the rest of the proof, we assume that R is a partition, that is, for some Q j ∈ Q, such thatQ j is a maximal member of P∪Q, we have R = {Q j }∪{P ∈ P : P ⊆Q j }. We distinguish two cases, depending on whether R is the special member of Υ(P, Q). Recall that the special member of Υ(P, Q) is defined by the maximal set in P ∪ Q that contains the root r.
(a) R is not the special member of Υ(P, Q), that is, j > 1, or equivalently, r / ∈Q j . It is easy to see that both P and Q then dominate R. Note that supp(R) =Q j . Since both S and R are partitions, it is sufficient to verify that eitherS andR are disjoint or one dominates the other. Consider the sub-partitionsS andQ. If they are disjoint, then so arẽ S andR. IfS strongly dominatesQ, then it also dominatesR by transitivity. The remaining case is whenQ strongly dominatesS, that is, supp(S) ⊆ Q ′ for some Q ′ ∈Q. If Q ′ =Q j thenS andR are disjoint; hence we may assume that Q ′ =Q j . Consider now the relation betweenS andP. Again, ifS dominatesP, then it also dominatesR by transitivity and hence we are done; alsoS andP cannot be disjoint, sinceQ j ⊆ supp(P). HenceP dominatesS, that is, for every S ∈S, there exists a part P ∈P with S ⊆ P . Because of supp(S) ⊆Q j we must have P ⊆Q j and thus P is also a part of R, showing that R dominates S. (b) R is the special member of Υ(P, Q), that is, j = 1, or equivalently, r ∈Q j . It is easy to see that R dominates both P and Q. Note that P 1 ∈ R and supp(R) =P 1 = supp(P) ⊇ supp(Q). Let us considerS andP. If they are disjoint, then so areS andR. IfP dominatesS, thenR also dominatesS by transitivity. Hence we may assume thatS dominatesP. This implies that supp(Q) ⊆ supp(P) ⊆ supp(S) and thereforeQ and S cannot be disjoint. IfQ strongly dominatesS, then we would again have thatR dominatesS. ThereforeS strongly dominatesQ, that is, Q 1 = supp(Q) ⊆ S for some S ∈S. Together with the fact thatS dominatesP, this implies thatS dominatesR. Indeed, all parts ofR different from Q 1 are also parts ofP and are hence subsets of some parts ofS.
This completes the proof of Lemma 2.8.
The partial order.
The following notion of a partial order and the properties we derive will be crucial in the proof of Theorem 2.3. Consider a strongly cross-free family P of partitions and co-partitions. We can naturally define a partial ordering (P, ) as follows. For P, Q ∈ P, let P Q ifQ dominatesP. Claim 2.2 immediately implies that is a partial order. Since P is strongly cross-free, if P and Q are incomparable thenP andQ are disjoint. Note that if one of P and Q is a partition and the other is a co-partition, then P Q if and only ifQ strongly dominatesP.
Let us say that a partition or co-partition P properly contains a set S ⊆ V if S ⊆ P for some part P of the associated sub-partitionP.
Lemma 2.9. Let S ⊂ V and let P and Q be two strongly cross-free partitions/copartitions properly containing S. Then either P Q or Q P. Moreover, if P properly contains S, then every Q with P Q also properly contains S.
Proof. If P and Q both properly contain S then supp(P) ∩ supp(Q) = ∅, and therefore P Q or Q P due to the strongly cross-free assumption. For the second property, let P ∈ P be properly containing S and let P Q. Then S ⊆ P for some part P ∈P by the proper containment, and P ⊆ Q for some Q ∈Q by domination, thus S ⊆ Q, as required.
An easy consequence is the following lemma, that enables tree representations of strongly cross-free families.
Lemma 2.10. Let P be a strongly cross-free family of partitions and co-partitions. Then there is a rooted forest F = (P, E(F )) such that Q is an ancestor of P in F if and only if P Q.
Proof. Lemma 2.9 implies that if P, Q, R ∈ P such that P Q and P R then either Q R or R Q. Indeed, let S = {v} for an arbitrary v ∈ supp(P), and apply Lemma 2.9 for Q and R. Now, we construct the forest F as follows. We consider all the maximal partitions or co-partitions under the partial order (P, ) as roots. For every P ∈ P which is not maximal, we let its parent be Q ∈ P that is the -minimal partition/co-partition in P such that P Q. The above claim implies that Q is uniquely defined and therefore, we obtain a forest.
Our next lemma characterizes the relation between two strongly cross-free partitions or co-partitions.
Lemma 2.11. Assume that P Q for P, Q ∈ P both partitions or both copartitions. Then eitherQ strongly dominatesP, that is, supp(P) ⊆ Q for some part Q ∈Q, orP contains a partition of every part ofQ that intersects supp(P).
Proof. Assume Q dominates but not strongly dominates P; let Q ∈Q be a part with Q ∩ supp(P) = ∅. We will show thatP contains a partition of Q. Observe that Q ∪ supp(P) = V as neither of them contains the root r. By the assumption,Q must also have another part, say Q ′ with Q ′ ∩ supp(P) = ∅; this shows supp(P) \ Q = ∅. Since P ∪ Q is cross-free, Q and supp(P) must not cross. Therefore we may conclude that Q ⊆ supp(P).
Consider now a part P ∈P with P ∩Q = ∅. By domination, there exists a Q ′ ∈Q with P ⊆ Q ′ ; sinceQ is a sub-partition, we must have Q ′ = Q. Hence every part of P intersecting Q is entirely contained inside Q, showing thatP contains a partition of Q.
2.6. Proof of Theorem 2.3. Let us assume that for each edge e ∈ E * , 0 < x * e < 1 6 . Let P be the family of partitions and co-partitions as given by Theorem 2.7. We will derive a contradiction to the fact that |E * | = | supp(x * )| = |P| via a counting argument. We start by assigning three tokens to each edge e ∈ E * and reassign them to each partition/co-partition in P such that we assign three tokens to each of them, and have some extra tokens left, a contradiction.
Before giving the token argument, we begin with a few definitions. A partition or co-partition P properly covers an edge (u, v) if u and v lie in different parts of the sub-partitionP. A partition or co-partition P semi-covers an edge (u, v) if exactly one of the sets {u} or {v} is properly contained by P. Equivalently, the edge e = (u, v) is semi-covered if e ∈ δ(P 1 ). We let I(P) denote the set of edges that are properly covered by P and let i(P) def = |I(P)|. Recall from Lemma 2.9 that for any set S ⊆ V if there exists a partition or copartition in P properly containing S, then there is a -minimal P ∈ P such that P properly contains S. The tokens are initially assigned according to two rules.
Initial Assignment I. Each edge (u, v) distributes its three tokens as follows. For each of the two endpoints of e, say u, we assign one token to the -minimal P ∈ P such that P properly contains {u}. We also assign one token to the -minimal P ∈ P such that P properly contains the set {u, v}.
Lemma 2.12. Let P be a leaf in the forest F . Then it receives at least 7 + i(P) tokens from Initial Assignment I.
Proof. It is easy to see that P receives at least one token for each edge in χ(P) and two tokens for each edge that is properly covered by P for a total of at least |χ(P)| + i(P). Since x(χ(P)) ≥ 1, and x e < 1 6 , we may conclude that |χ(P)| ≥ 7, implying the claim. Initial Assignment II. We collect one token from each leaf in F and give one token to each branching node (a node with at least two children) in F .
This assignment is feasible since the number of branching nodes in a forest is at most the number of leaves. At the end of this initial assignment, each of the leaves has at least 6 + i(P) tokens and branching nodes have at least one tokens from the leaves. We now proceed by induction.
The following lemma completes the proof of Theorem 2.3: if applied it to the root nodes of the forest F , we can see that every member of P is assigned 3 tokens and we have a positive amount of surplus tokens left. This contradicts |E * | = |P|. Lemma 2.13. Let Q be any node in F , and let F ′ denote the subtree rooted at Q. The tokens assigned to the nodes of F ′ by Initial Assignments I and II can be reassigned in such a way that every node in F ′ receives three tokens and Q receives at least 6 + min{1, i(Q)} tokens.
Proof. The proof of the lemma is by induction on the height of the subtree. Clearly, the Initial Assignment II ensures that there are at least 6 + i(Q) tokens assigned to leaves and hence the base case of the induction holds. Now consider an internal node Q. First suppose that it is a branching node and thus has at least two children. Applying induction on the subtree rooted at each of the children, we obtain that every child P can be assigned at least 6 + min{1, i(P)} tokens, and every other node in the subtree obtains at least three tokens. We keep the same assignment for all the nodes in each of the subtrees. Each child gives three tokens to Q while keeping at least three tokens for itself. Thus Q receives at least 6 tokens from its children. Moreover, it receives at least one token from the leaves in the Initial Assignment II. Thus it receives at least 7 ≥ 6 + min{1, i(Q)} tokens completing the induction. Now consider the case when Q has exactly one child, say P. We first apply the inductive hypothesis on the subtree rooted at P. Thus P can donate 3 + min{1, i(P)} tokens to Q, while maintaining that all nodes in the subtree of P, including P, receive at least three tokens. We now show that Q receives the remaining required tokens by Initial Assignment I. We consider two different cases, depending on whetherQ strongly dominatesP or not. Note that if one of P and Q is a partition and the other is a co-partition, thenQ must strongly dominateP by the definition of strongly cross-freeness. However, if they are both partitions or both co-partitions, only the weaker property of domination is assumed. Throughout the arguments, we shall use that since P is the only child of Q, every R ≺ Q must satisfy supp(R) ⊆ supp(P). Consequently, if an edge (u, v) has an endpoint in supp(Q) \ supp(P), then Q must receive the corresponding token in Initial Assignment I.
1.Q does not strongly dominateP; recall the structure described in Lemma 2.11.
Claim 2.9. Q receives at least one token from every edge in χ(P)∆χ(Q) in Initial Assignment I. Proof. First consider any edge (u, v) ∈ χ(Q) \ χ(P). By Lemma 2.11,P contains a partition of every part ofQ that intersects supp(P). Therefore we must have {u, v} ∩supp(P) = ∅; since (u, v) ∈ χ(Q), Q must properly contain at least one of {u} and {v}. In either case, Q is the -minimal set with this property and receives at least one token for each such edge by Assignment I. Now consider an (u, v) ∈ χ(P) \ χ(Q). It must be the case that u and v are in different parts ofP and moreover, both u and v are contained in a single part ofQ. Thus Q is the -minimal set properly containing {u, v}, and therefore receives one token by Assignment I for this edge. We now show that these tokens are sufficient for Q using the following claim. Claim 2.10. x * (χ(P)∆χ(Q)) is a positive integer. Proof. Let us assume that both P and Q are partitions; the proof is the same for the co-partition case. We can give an alternative decomposition of the 2-regular family P∪Q into two partitions as follows. Let the partition R consist of the minimal sets in P ∪Q and let S be the partition consisting of the maximal sets in P ∪ Q. Now P∪Q = R∪S, and therefore Claim 2.5 implies that both R and S are tight. Thus x * (χ(R))−x * (χ(S)) equals an integer. But χ(S) ⊆ χ(R) and χ(R) \ χ(S) = χ(P)∆χ(Q). Finally, x * (χ(P)∆χ(Q)) = 0 would contradict the linear independence assumption in Theorem 2.7. Since x * e < 1 6 for every edge, we may conclude from the above Claim that |χ(P)∆χ(Q)| ≥ 7 and therefore P receives at least 3 + min{1, i(P)} + 7 > 6 + min{1, i(Q)} tokens. 2.Q strongly dominatesP; assume that part Q ofQ contains supp(P).
Claim 2.11. Q receives at least |χ(Q)∆χ(P)| + i(Q) tokens in Initial Assignment I. In case of equality, either χ(P) ⊆ χ(Q) or i(P) ≥ 1 must hold. Proof. For every edge (u, v) ∈ χ(Q)\χ(P) we must have {u, v}∩supp(P) = ∅. In Initial Assignment I, Q must receive |{u, v} ∩ supp(Q))| tokens from the edge (u, v); that is, it receives one if Q semi-covers (u, v) and 2 if (u, v) ∈ I(Q).
Altogether Q receives at least |χ(Q)\χ(P)|+|I(Q)∩(χ(Q)\χ(P))| tokens from these edges. Meanwhile if there is an edge (u, v) ∈ I(Q)∩χ(P), then one of its endpoints must be in a part ofQ different from Q. Thus, Q is the -minimal (co-)partition properly containing this endpoint and therefore receives one token for this edge. In summary, Q receives at least |χ(Q) \ χ(P)| + i(Q) tokens from edges in χ(Q).
Consider an edge (u, v) ∈ χ(P) \ χ(Q). We must have {u, v} ⊆ Q, and therefore Q is the -minimal (co-)partition properly containing {u, v}, and receives at least one token for any such edge. Hence Q receives the claimed total token amount. Let us now focus on the second part of the claim; assume χ(P) \ χ(Q) = ∅, and let (u, v) ∈ χ(P)\χ(Q). If (u, v) semi-covers P, then one of the endpoints must lie in Q \ supp(P) and hence Q receives an extra token corresponding to this endpoint. Therefore in the case of equality, every (u, v) must properly cover P, that is, i(P) ≥ 1. Subtracting the constraint for P from that for Q, we obtain that x * (χ(Q)) − x * (χ(P)) = t ∈ Z. Observe that if t = 0, then |χ(Q)∆χ(P)| ≥ 7 due to the assumption x * e < 1 6 for every edge. In this case, we are done by the above Claim. The rest of the argument focuses on the case t = 0. We must have χ(P)\χ(Q) and χ(Q) \ χ(P) both non-empty due to the linear independence. Together with the tokens Q can obtain from P, it receives a total of at least 3 + min{1, i(P)} + 2 + i(Q).
Further, equality may only hold if i(P) ≥ 1. Thus, whether i(P) = 0 or not, Q receives a total of at least 6 + min{1, i(Q)} tokens, completing the induction.
This completes the proof of Theorem 2.3.
3. Integrality Gap. In this section we prove Theorem 1.3, giving an integrality gap example for the Augmenting a mixed graph with orientation constraints problem. We can formulate the following natural linear program. This is identical to (LP1) with the requirement function
. This function f is indeed crossing (G−)supermodular; however, note that it might take negative values as well.
We present an example for k = 2 with integrality gap Ω(|V |). Our example can be easily extended for an arbitrary value k > 2, see Remark 3.3. The same construction will be used to show that (LP1) cannot be used for iterative rounding even for nonnegative demand functions, see Remark 3.4, Integrality Gap Instance.. The graph (see Figure 5 ) is on 2n nodes: V = {u 1 , . . . , u n , v 1 , . . . , v n }. Let us first define the set of arcs A = A G ∪ A B .
The second group, A B consists of two parallel copies of the reverse of every edge in A G (each curved arc represent two arcs). The set E of edges already available is 
include all the vertical arcs. The 2n − 1 fundamental cuts in the second figure certify that there does not exist an orientation of the mixed graph without the special arc er that is 2-edge connected.
The set E * consists of a single edge e r = (u n , v 1 ) with c(e r ) = 1. Let us first examine integer optimal solutions. We show that every 2-edge-connected oriented subgraph must use the arc (u n , v 1 ) and hence must have cost at least 1.
Lemma 3.1. The optimal integral solution to (LP3) equals 1. Proof. We show that there is no possible orientation of the edges of E which offers a feasible solution together with A, and thus one must pick the edge e r . We then show that there is a feasible solution after picking e r .
Consider the directed tree induced by A G . For every arc in A G , we consider the fundamental cut entered by this arc. Namely, for every arc (u i , v i ) let (S i , S i ) be the cut with S i = {u 1 , . . . , u i−1 , v 1 , . . . , v i } for each 1 ≤ i ≤ n. For every arc (u i , v i+1 ), let (T i , T i ) be the cut with T i = {u i+1 , . . . , u n , v i+1 , . . . , v n } for each 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1. Let F denote the family of these 2n − 1 cuts. Since, the final solution is 2-strongly connected, there must be at least two arcs entering the sets S i and T i for each i. Thus the total demand of the cuts in F is exactly 4n − 2.
The arcs in A B do not enter any of these cuts, and each arc in A G enters exactly one of them. Hence A = A G ∪ A B supplies exactly 2n − 1 arcs covering F . Moreover, each of the 2n − 2 edges in E may enter exactly one cut in the family, whichever direction it is oriented in. For example, the edge (u i , u i+1 ) enters T i if oriented from u i to u i+1 and enters S i if oriented from u i+1 to u i . This shows that A together with any orientation of E contains exactly 4n − 3 < 4n − 2 arcs covering cuts in F , and thus there cannot be any feasible solution of cost 0.
We now construct a cost 1 solution. Let us orient e r from u n to v 1 . Orient the edge (u i , u i+1 ) ∈ E from u i to u i+1 , and orient the edge (v i , v i+1 ) ∈ E from v i to v i+1 for each 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1. We now show that this is a 2-edge-connected graph. Consider any set ∅ = Z V . If an arc in A G leaves Z, then there are two arcs in reverse direction in A B entering Z. We are also done if there exists two arcs (u, v), (u ′ , v ′ ) ∈ A G , both entering Z. Thus the only cuts that need to checked are the set F of fundamental cuts; note that there is always an arc in A G entering these sets. We claim that at least one of the oriented arcs in E or e r must also enter it. This follows since e r enters S i for each 1 ≤ i ≤ n. The arc (u i , u i+1 ) enters T i for each 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1 completing the proof. .
The cost is exactly
1 n due to the edge e r . We now check feasibility. As in the analysis of the integral solution, it is sufficient to show that the fundamental cuts in Z ∈ F have a total of at least 1 fractional edges entering them (note that the demand is 2 − d as required. Hence, the optimal value of LP has objective at most 1 n . Remark 3.3. To extend the integrality for any k ≥ 2, we can add k − 2 parallel directed Hamiltonian cycles (u 1 , . . . , u n , v n , . . . , v 1 , u 1 ). A simple check shows that the total supply and demand of the fundamental cuts increases by exactly (k − 2)(2n − 1), thus giving an integrality gap example for connectivity requirement of k.
Remark 3.4. It can also be shown that the fractional solution is an extreme point of (LP3). This can be used to show that (LP1) for the Minimum Cost fOrientable Subgraph Problem is not amenable for iterative rounding. Indeed, in place of E in (LP1) we take the union of E and the underlying undirected edge set of A, and E * = {e r }; we set x uv = y uv = 1 on the arcs in A. This then gives an extreme point of (LP1) with the single edge in E * having x er = 1 n . 4. Discussion. In this paper, we investigated two seemingly similar problem settings. Our main result gave a 6-approximation for the Minimum-Cost f -Orientable Subgraph Problem, where f is a nonnegative valued crossing G-supermodular function, and G denotes the subgraph available for free. This includes the requirement of (k, ℓ)-edge-connectivity. In the second setting, Augmenting a Mixed Graph with Orientation Constraints we aimed for the simpler requirement of global k-connectivity, however, the input is a mixed graph. Here we proved that the integrality gap is Ω(|V |) already for k = 2. In what follows, we try to explain why the linear programming approach works for the first problem while it fails for the second problem. Moreover, why does the integrality gap example exist for the second problem when k = 2 and not when k = 1?
The difference between these problems is explained best when looked at the question of feasibility, which is just a plain orientation problem. Theorem 2.1 gives a necessary and sufficient condition when an undirected graph G is f -orientable for a nonnegative crossing G-supermodular function. The characterization includes a condition on every partition and co-partition of V . The question whether there exists a k-edge-connected orientation of mixed graph G = (V, A ∪ E) has been studied as the problem of orientation of mixed graphs. This problem was solved by Frank [6] (see also [7, Chapter 16] ) in the abstract framework of orientations covering crossing G-supermodular demand functions (without assuming nonnegativity) 3 . However, the characterization turns out to be substantially more difficult than in Theorem 2.1 even for the special case of k-connectivity. The partition and co-partition constraints do not suffice, but the more general structure of tree-compositions is required. We omit the definition here but remark that the fundamental cuts in the construction in Section 3 form a tree-composition and the presence of this non-trivial family is what makes the integrality gap example work.
However, the case k = 1 is much simpler than k ≥ 2: Boesch and Tindell [1] showed that a mixed graph has a strongly connected orientation if and only if the underlying undirected graph is 2-edge-connected, and there are no cuts containing only directed arcs in the same direction. Thus the much simpler family of cut constraints suffices and the tree-composition constraints are not necessary. This is in accordance with the result that for k = 1, Khanna, Naor, and Shepherd [12] gave a 4-approximation algorithm, whereas we show a large integrality gap already for k ≥ 2.
For nonnegative demand functions, we have seen that whereas (LP1) is not suitable for iterative rounding, the method can be used for its projection (LP2) onto the x-space. One might similarly hope that in the mixed setting it is possible to project (LP3) to the x-space using the characterization in [6] , with constraints corresponding to the intricate tree-composition structures instead of partitions and co-partitions only. Nevertheless, our construction in Section 3 shows that this is not possible, as the Ω(|V |) integrality gap would also be valid for the projection of (LP3), and therefore iterative rounding, or any other rounding, cannot give a constant approximation. Hence the difficulties arising in the mixed setting are more severe, where the current approach does not seem to succeed. A natural open question is to obtain a hardness of approximation result matching the integrality gap given in this paper.
We also remark that the results of Frank and Király [8] for the minimum cardinality setting are of somewhat similar flavor. They are able to find the exact optimal solution for the problem of adding a minimum number of new edges to a graph G so that it has an orientation covering a nonnegative valued crossing G-supermodular demand function. However, if the demand function can also take negative values, they only give a characterization of optimal solutions for the degree-prescribed variant of the problem, and the minimum cardinality setting is left open.
